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By Jadunath Sinha, Jadunath Sinha : Indian Philosophy (set of 3 vols.)  etymology the classical sanskrit noun 
dharma is a derivation from the root dh which means quot;to hold maintain keepquot; and takes a meaning of 
quot;what is established the compound hindu philosophy is ambiguous minimally it stands for a tradition of indian 
philosophical thinking however it could be interpreted as Indian Philosophy (set of 3 vols.): 

Dr Jadunath Sinha s significant work on Indian Philosophy in three volumes deals with the subject comprehensively 
His treatment closely follows the basic texts of the various schools which is a unique feature of the work The topics 
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included in the volumes are as under Volume I The major and minor Upanisads Epics Puranas Gita Carvaka Vaisesika 
Nyaya Navya Nyaya Mimamsa Sabdika Volume II Samkhya Yoga Jaina Early Buddhism Schools o 
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